We consider the job-shop problem with sequence-dependent setup times.
Introduction
The greedy constructive heuristics used to solve a NP-hard scheduling problem are mostly based on priority, also called dispatching, rules. A priority rule is used to select the task to be scheduled at each step of the algorithm, among the set of unscheduled tasks. Such heuristics are referred to as priority rule based algorithms. In some cases, the tasks are selected according to a predetermined order, which is equivalent to assign to each task a unique priority value. Choosing a priority rule, or a priority vector, is not sufficient to design a constructive scheduling heuristic. Indeed, the set of candidate tasks for being scheduled has to be defined, as well as the way the task selected based on a priority rule is scheduled. This logical process of the heuristic is called the schedule generation scheme (SGS), see Kolisch (1995) and Kolisch (1996) [13] . When dealing with a scheduling problem, designing SGSs is fundamental, not only for priority rule based heuristics. Indeed the SGS can also be viewed as the branching scheme of a branch and bound method. Branching consists in selecting a different task among the set of candidate tasks. It is of theoretical interest to study the dominance properties of the set of schedules that can be obtained by a given SGS, i.e. the nodes of the associated tree. Considering a scheduling objective, a set of schedules is said to be dominant when it contains at least one optimal schedule. Hence, the dominance property of the set of schedules obtainable with a given SGS gives the theoretical ability of the SGS to reach the optimum. By extension it can be stated that a SGS is dominant if there exists a priority vector leading to an optimal schedule when applied in conjunction with this SGS. It is well known that for scheduling problems with a regular objective function, i.e. non decreasing with task completion times, the sets of so-called semi-active and active schedules are dominant for any regular objective function whereas the set of so-called non-delay schedules is in general not dominant.
Several SGSs, and their corresponding schedule set, have been studied by Baker (1974) for the classical job-shop problem (JSP) where the tasks to be scheduled are called operations and are gathered into jobs. In this problem, the operations of a job are totally ordered so that no operation of a job can start before the completion of its predecessor. Furthermore, each operation requires a machine and each machine can process only one operation simultaneously. For the JSP, the Semi-Active SGS generates the dominant set of semi-active schedules, the SGS proposed by Giffler and Thompson (1960) and the serial SGS described in Kolisch (1995) generate the dominant set of active schedules, the Non-Delay SGS generates the non-dominant but smaller set of non-delay schedules.
The job-shop problem with sequence-dependent setup times
We define in this Section the job-shop problem with sequence-dependent setup times (SDST-JSP). As in the classical job-shop problem, a set J of n jobs 1,…, n has to be A feasible schedule is defined by a vector of starting times t = (t o ) o∈O compatible with constraints from (3) to (5) . Constraints (3) ensure that the initial setup time is satisfied on each machine. Constraints (4) ensure that precedence constraints within each job are satisfied.
Constraints (5) are the disjunctive constraints that prevent two operations using the same machine from being scheduled simultaneously, the necessary setup times between the two operations being respected. Note that constraints (4) allow setup anticipation, i.e. the start of the setup for an operation on the machine while the preceding operation in the job is not completed. The objective function (1) is to minimize the makespan C max defined by constraints (2) . In addition, it is assumed that setup times verify the triangle inequality: 
General principles and definitions
In this Section, we present the framework of all Schedule Generation Schemes considered in this paper.
Greedy construction process
The category of schedule generation schemes we consider builds a solution to the scheduling problem in exactly N steps. At each step, exactly one operation is transferred from the set of unscheduled operations, denoted by Q, to the set of scheduled operations. At the beginning we have Q = O and the process stops when Q becomes empty.
At the step where operation o(i,j) is scheduled, i.e. removed from Q, its start time t o(i,j) is assigned to a value that will not be modified during the remaining of the construction process (greedy behaviour).
All SGSs use at each of the N steps a set of eligible operations E, called the eligible set, which is a subset of Q restricting the choice for the operation to be scheduled. More precisely, the eligible set E is a subset of the available set A defined as follows. An unscheduled operation belongs to the available set either if it is the first operation of its job or if its preceding operation has been scheduled in a previous step. An operation having this property is called available. Hence we have E ⊆ A ⊆ Q. The SGSs under study differ in the additional restrictions they use to define the eligible set E.
Last, if the SGS is used as a branching scheme of a branch and bound algorithm, branching consists in selecting an operation in E as the next operation to be scheduled. Hence, the number of children of a given node is |E|.
The general framework of the considered SGSs given a priority vector π is summarized in figure 2 . Steps 4 and 5 correspond to the priority rule computation for the eligible operations and the earliest feasible start time computation of the selected operation, respectively. These concepts are explained thereafter. We have to underline that this framework is restrictive since other SGSs could be defined where a non available operation could be selected for scheduling, or/and where the start time of the scheduled operation could be modified at a later step. Nevertheless the well-known semi-active, non-delay and active SGSs for the classical job-shop problem (Baker (1974) ), the serial and parallel SGSs [13] ) and the strict order SGS proposed by Carlier and Néron (2000) for the resource-constrained project scheduling problem all belong to the considered category.
********************* INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE *************************
Computation of earliest feasible start times: appending vs. insertion SGSs
The operation selected in the eligible set E is scheduled at its earliest feasible start time at step 5 of the general framework presented in figure 2. For the computation of these start times, we make a distinction between appending schedule generation scheme and insertion schedule generation scheme. In an appending scheme, an unscheduled operation can be scheduled only after all the operations already scheduled on its machine, without delaying these operations. In an insertion scheme, the unscheduled operation may be inserted somewhere in the sequence of operations already scheduled on its machine. In a SGS it is necessary to compute the earliest resource-and precedence-feasible start time of unscheduled -8 -operations. We give hereafter two algorithms for computing the start time of an eligible operation o(i,j)∈E depending on the SGS category.
Let k = m o(i,j) and let λ(k) ∈ {1,…, N} denote the latest operation (at the current iteration) scheduled on machine k. When no operation has been scheduled yet on machine k, λ(k) is set to the dummy first operation 0. Let c λ(k) be the completion time of operation λ(k). 
Note that (7) can be easily derived from (4) and (5) under the triangle inequality assumption (6) .
Let η k denote the number of operations scheduled on machine k. Let σ denote the partial sequence made of operations
For an insertion SGS, since we consider that the start time of a scheduled operation cannot be changed, we search for the first insertion position where the selected operation can fit without delaying the subsequent operation. Formally, let ESI o(i,j) denote the earliest possible start time of an unscheduled operation in an insertion schedule generation scheme.
A position q with 0 ≤ q ≤ η k verifying
is a feasible insertion position between operation σ(q,k) (possibly dummy first operation 0) and operation σ (q+1,k). Again, (8) can be easily derived from (4) and (5) under the triangle inequality assumption (6) . If there exists at least one position q verifying equation (8) 
Otherwise we set
Obviously, the earliest start time of an eligible operation in an insertion scheme can be computed in O(m) since there are at most m-1 operations scheduled on machine k=m o(i,j) .
Priority rules
If the SGS is used as a simple contructive algorithm, we suppose that each operation o(i,j)
of E has a priority value π o (i,j) . This priority value can be computed in a static way (it remains constant throughout the process) or in a dynamic way (it may have to be recomputed at each step of the SGS). We assume without loss of generality that, at each iteration, the SGS selects the operation with the smallest priority value as stated at step 4 of the general framework displayed in figure 2 . In the case where the priority is static, the operations can be pre-sorted in a non-decreasing order of their priority value and form a list. Since such predefined lists and static priority rules are strictly equivalent, we restrict this study to the priority rules.
Schedule category
The way the set E is computed by a given SGS is mostly driven by the restriction of the search to a specific category of schedule. Let F denote the set of solutions of the SDST-JSP satisfying constraints (3), (4) and (5) 
Definition 1
A semi-active schedule is a feasible schedule in which no local left-shift leads to another feasible schedule.
It follows that in a semi-active schedule, any operation has at most one tight job-or resource-precedence constraint, preventing it from being locally left-shifted. From any feasible non semi-active schedule, there always exists a (possibly empty) series of local leftshifts giving a semi-active schedule without increasing the makespan. Hence, the set of semiactive schedules is smaller than the set of feasible schedules and is dominant for the SDST-JSP.
The semi-active appending schedule generation schemes aim at generating schedules belonging to the set of semi-active schedules. The SGS able to generate all semi-active schedules is noted SemiActiveSGS. In the general framework defined in Section 2.1, it has the following particularities:
• SemiActiveSGS is an appending SGS;
• the eligible set E is equal to the entire available set A.
Basically, the semi-active SGS selects an available operation and schedules it as soon as possible on its machine, after the previously scheduled operation. The overall time complexity of the semi-active schedule is O(NnT), T being the time complexity of the priority rule computation.
Lemma 1
For any priority vector, SemiActiveSGS generates a semi-active schedule and any semi-active schedule is generated by SemiActiveSGS with a priority vector.
Proof
We first demonstrate that for a given priority vector π, schedule t generated by SemiActiveSGS is a semi-active schedule. Suppose that t is not semi-active. Hence, there The set of schedules generated by SemiActiveSGS is dominant.
From lemma 1, SemiActiveSGS is able to generate all semi-active schedules. Furthermore, the set of semi-active schedules is dominant.
Active SGSs
Sprecher • GifflerThompsonSGS is an appending SGS
• the eligible set E is computed as follows. Let õ denote the available operation of smallest completion time (job index is used to break ties). We have:
E is the set of operations conflicting with õ that is
In the case of the job-shop with zero setup times, any schedule generated by well-known that using GifflerThompsonSGS as a branching scheme (branching on operations of E) gives all active schedules.
We show hereafter that extending the Giffler-Thompson algorithm to non-zero setup times raises significant problems. Brucker and Thiele (1996) propose for the SDST-JSP a SGS directly inspired from the Giffler-Thompson algorithm by using (12) as conflict set definition, which lies in ignoring the possible setup times. Taking account of setup times, the set E can be defined as
e. the set of available operations whose earliest appending start time has to be increased if õ is scheduled. Unfortunately, coupling this definition of set E with an appending SGS does not necessarily lead to an active schedule. Indeed, suppose that an operation o*≠õ is selected for scheduling. Nothing prevents another available operation o to be insertable before o* although conflicting with õ provided that it verifies
This is illustrated by the following second example.
Example 2
We consider an example problem with 2 machines and 4 jobs. Setup times are present on machine 1 whereas there is no setup time needed for machine 2. The considered durations are Figure 3 illustrates the conflict definition at the considered step. Hence defining an appending SGS with an eligible set computed by expression (13) does not necessary lead to active schedules. To overcome this drawback, we may use a more restrictive definition of the eligible set, ensuring that an eligible operation is in conflict with all other ones. Let us define the eligible set as the set of available operations scheduled on machine m õ in conflict with another available operation:
With this definition, at the considered step of the example 2 problem (figure 3), the conflict set is reduced to E = {o(1,1),o(4,1)} and the two corresponding partial schedules lead to active schedules. Again, a counterexample shows that, even with this more sophisticated conflict set definition, the SGS may generate a non active schedule. Operation o(4,2) being unavailable, the conflict set according to definition 14 is E = {o(1,1),o(2,2)}. Figure 4 illustrates the conflict definition at the considered step. ********************* INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE *************************
This counterexample of figure 4 shows that to obtain an active schedule with an appending SGS, the conflict set cannot be restricted to the available operations. Including non-available operations in the conflict set is out of the scope of the SGSs presented in this paper. However, another way of obtaining active schedules is to use an insertion SGS. This yields the following two extended Giffler-Thompson SGSs.
• GifflerThompsonSGS1 is an insertion SGS
• The conflict set is defined by expression (13).
or • GifflerThompsonSGS2 is an insertion SGS
• The conflict set is defined by expression (14) .
Note that when all setup times are equal to 0, the two proposed algorithms behave strictly like the Giffler-Thompson algorithm.
We introduce also another SGS, called the serial schedule generation scheme, [12] Kolisch (1995) and Kolisch (1996) , which has been previously defined for the resourceconstrained project scheduling problem. For the classical JSP, it is also able to generate all active schedules. Its extension to the SDST-JSP is straightforward.
• SerialSGS is an insertion SGS
The algorithm behaves like the semi-active SGS except that the selected operation is inserted at the earliest feasible position on its machine.
T being the time complexity of the priority rule computation, the time complexity of
ExtendedGifflerThompsonSGS1 and SerialSGS is O(N(nT+m)), while the time complexity of ExtendedGifflerThompsonSGS2 is O(N(n 2

T+m)).
We now focus on the theoretical ability of the three active SGSs to generate all active schedules, i.e. their dominance properties. First, theorem 2 shows that all three proposed active SGSs generate active schedules.
Theorem 2
For any priority vector, any insertion SGS generates an active schedule.
Proof
Suppose that a schedule t generated by an insertion SGS is not active. Let σ denote the sequence made of operations σ(0,k) = 0, σ(1,k), …, σ(n,k), scheduled on each machine k for schedule t. If t is not active, then there must exist a machine k and an operation o(i,j)
scheduled on k at position ρ∈{2,…,m} such that expression (8) is verified for insertion position q<ρ -1, i.e. we have:
Let g denote the step where o(i,j) is scheduled by the SGS. Let η g k denote the number of operations scheduled on machine k at step g. Let σ g denote the partial sequence made of
k ,k) scheduled on machine k at step g. For each of the possible cases concerning the components of σ g , a contradiction is raised with (a).
• If σ(q,k) is in σ g and σ(q+1,k) is in σ g then the two operations are consecutive in σ g and, since the start time of the scheduled operations are fixed, o(i,j) can be inserted between σ(q,k) and σ(q+1,k) at step g which yields
Since the triangle inequality holds we have:
which means that o(i,j) could be inserted at step g between σ(q,k) and o1 which yields
is consecutive to in σ g . We can prove with similar arguments that o(i,j) could be inserted at step g between o2 and σ(q+1,k) with t o(i,j) ≤ t' o(i,j) .
• If neither σ(q,k) nor σ(q+1,k) are in σ g , let o3 denote the operation scheduled on machine k before time t σ(q,k) and let o4 denote the operation scheduled on machine k after time c σ(q+1,k). We can prove with similar arguments that o(i,j) could be inserted at step g between o3 and o4
Note that the two strong assumptions of theorem 2 are the triangle inequality for setup times and the greedy behaviour of the insertion algorithm: the start time of an operation scheduled at a given step can not be modified during the remaining of the SGS. Since, the three proposed active SGSs belong to this category it follows from theorem 2 that any schedule generated by ExtendedGifflerThompsonSGS1, ExtendedGifflerThompsonSGS2 and
SerialSGS is an active schedule.
To study the dominance properties of the SGS it remains to know whether any active schedule is obtainable by the proposed SGS. Let us illustrate the behaviour of the active algorithms with the example 1 presented in Section 1. We display in Figure 5 all the feasible active schedules 1 . The optimal solution is schedule (a) displayed on top of Figure 5 .
********************* INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE *************************
In figures 6 and 7, we show the enumeration trees corresponding to all possible sets of eligible operations E at each step of SerialSGS and ExtendedGifflerThompsonSGS1 or 2, respectively. Each level of the trees corresponds to a step of the algorithms. The arrow going down from a father node to a child node is issued from the operation selected for being scheduled at the step corresponding to the father node. A leaf of the tree corresponds to an active schedule.
********************* INSERT FIGURE 6 HERE ************************* ********************* INSERT FIGURE 7 HERE ************************* 
Theorem 3
The set of schedules generated by SerialSGS is dominant.
Proof
Let us consider a static priority vector π. Let t denote the schedule generated by SerialSGS 
Non-delay SGSs
When setup times are not present, a schedule is said to be a non-delay schedule if no machine is left idle while it could start the processing of an operation, see Baker (1974) . It follows that the classical non-delay schedule generation scheme, called the parallel SGS in resource-constrained project scheduling, see Kolisch (1996) , does time incrementation.
Starting with time τ = 0, at each iteration, an operation that can start at time τ is selected.
Then τ is updated to the smallest possible start time of an unscheduled operation. Obviously, this definition does not suit the possible anticipation of setup times. Indeed, whenever an operation becomes available at a given time τ then in some cases it would have been possible to start its setup before time τ.
However, we give two different definitions of a non-delay schedule in the SDST-JSP inspired by the earliest start policy of the non-delay concept.
Definition 3
A type 1 non-delay schedule is a feasible (active) schedule in which no machine is kept idle or performing a setup at any time while it could process an operation.
Definition 4
A type 2 non-delay schedule is a feasible (active) schedule in which no machine is kept idle at any time while it could process an operation or perform a setup in such a way that an operation can start immediately after the setup.
Roughly, type 1 non-delay schedules are "production-oriented" as they aim at reducing setups by prefering production to setup activities. Type 2 non-delay schedules are "time- For the job-shop problem without setup times, it is well-known that the non-delay schedules are included in the set of active schedules but they are not dominant. Types 1 and 2 non-delay schedules have no chance to possess the dominance property since the JSP is a special case of the SDST-JSP. Obviously, they are also active schedules.
We describe an appending "non-delay" SGS extending the classical non-delay SGS for the JSP as described in Baker (1974) in the case a type 1 non-delay scheduled has to be generated.
• NonDelaySGS1 is an appending SGS smallest start time (job index is used to break ties). We have:
E is the set of operations having the same start time as õ, that is:
When all setup times are equal to 0 the proposed algorithm behaves like the non-delay schedule generation scheme proposed in [4] . NonDelaySGS1 has an O(NnT) time complexity.
Theorem 4
For any priority vector, NonDelaySGS1 generates a type 1 non-delay schedule and any type 1 non-delay schedule is generated by NonDelaySGS1 with a priority vector.
Proof
Suppose that t, a schedule generated by NonDelaySGS1 with a priority vector π, is not a type We now study the insertion SGS extending the classical non-delay SGS for the JSP [4] proposed by Baker (1974) in the case a type 2 non-delay scheduled has to be generated.
• NonDelaySGS2 is an insertion SGS smallest start time (job index is used to break ties). Recall that λ(k) is the last operation scheduled on machine k. We have:
E is the set of operations having the same setup start time as õ, that is:
When all setup times are equal to 0 the proposed algorithm behaves also like the non-delay schedule generation scheme proposed in [4] . NonDelaySGS2 has an O(N(nT+m)) time complexity.
We explain through example 4 why an insertion SGS is needed whereas the eligible set considers appending start times.
Example 4:
Consider a problem with 2 jobs and 4 machines with no setup times on machines 2, 3, 4 and non-zero setup times on machine 1. We have ********************* INSERT FIGURE 8 HERE *************************
Suppose now that o(2,2) is scheduled at step 4. At step 4, o(2,3) becomes available and can be inserted before o(1,2) with ESI o(2,3) -s 0,o(2,3) =0, as displayed in part (b). It follows that if an
appending SGS is used, solution (a) does not yield a type 2 non-delay schedule.
Unfortunately, it has to be pointed out that the proposed non-delay SGS may generate a schedule out of the set of the type 2 non-delay schedules, even when used with an insertion scheme, as shown in example 5. In table 1, a summary of the theoretical results of our study of schedule generation schemes for the SDST-JSP is displayed, giving for each proposed SGS, the type of schedule it generates, its time complexity, its ability to generate all the schedules of its target type and the dominance property of the generated schedule set w.r.t. makespan minimization.
********************* INSERT TABLE 1 HERE *************************
Experimental comparison of the proposed SGSs
Benchmark instances
We have tested the proposed SGSs on SDST-JSP benchmark instances proposed by the Euclidean distance between the two points. We obtain in this way 15 instances with "more" random sequence-dependent setup times.
Priority rules
A priority rule π gives a value to an operation o(i,j). Depending on the rule, the operation selected in the set E of candidate operations is the one having the smallest or the greatest value.
We have used the following priority rules, some being directly issued from classical JSP rules, others being adapted to deal with setup times. 
Single-and multi-pass heuristics
We have embedded the proposed SGSs into single-and multi-pass priority rule based heuristics. The single-pass heuristic consists in generating a unique solution with a given SGS associated with a given priority rule. For multi-pass methods, we have tested random sampling methods where, at each pass, the SGS is used with a random based priority rule. We have used a very simple random sampling procedure in which the priority rule is randomly biased for all SGSs using a random factor α. More precisely, the operation of E with the smallest priority value is selected unless another operation is selected with an α probability.
Moreover, all ties are broken randomly instead of using the job index rule.
Computational results
Comparison of the proposed SGSs within single-and multi-pass heuristics
********************* INSERT TABLE 2 HERE ************************* ********************* INSERT TABLE 3 HERE ************************* ********************* INSERT TABLE 4 HERE ************************* Tables 2 to 4 give the results of the proposed SGSs on the 45 instances described in Section 3.1. Tables 2 gives the results of single-pass heuristics with all SGSs and all tested priority rules. Tables 3 and 4 give the results of multi-pass heuristics for 1000 and 10000 iterations, respectively. We give for each pair SGS/priority rule the number of problems out of 45 for which this combination found the best result (among all heuristics tested for the considered number of iterations) and, in brackets, the average deviation in percent from the best result obtained on each instance by the multi-pass heuristic with 10000 iterations. Hence, the former value gives an indication on the relative ranking of the pair SGS/rule for a given number of iterations whereas the latter value gives an absolute measure of performance w.r.t. Globally, we see that applying a multi-start heuristic is fruitful, since the best average deviation from the best solution has been divided by more than 4 compared to table 2. The CPU times per instance are of less than 0.15 seconds for SA and SE. Looking at the priority rule level, the best rule is still MINSTART except for ND 1. Intuitively this result can bring to the idea that the MINSTART rule makes globally good decisions and that the best SGSs are the ones which are able to bring a sufficient level of diversification around this rule. Indeed, Random sampling with the ND 1 scheme only allows to select operations that have strictly the smallest earliest start time whereas with the serial scheme, the semi-active scheme and, more restrictively, the extended Giffler-Thompson scheme, an operation which does not start as soon as possible can be selected with the α probability, which brings more diversification.
The above hypothesis seems still valid for random sampling with 10000 iterations (table 4) since the SGSs ranking is now SE,SA < EGT1 < EGT2 < ND 1, ND 2. A surprising result is that there is no more a significant difference between the serial and the semi-active SGSs which means that when the number of iterations increases, the benefit of trying to keep the schedule active by insertion is lost. This allows to obtain the best results with an algorithm of low time requirements (less than 1.5 seconds per instance). Similarly EGT 1 is here slightly superior to EGT 2 whereas the latter SGS takes twice more time (more than 4 seconds per instance). Table 5 extracts from our testbed the 15 instances generated by Brucker and Thiele (1996) to evaluate the performance of the proposed SGSs in comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches. For each of the 15 instances and for each number of iterations, we display the makespan obtained by all SGSs and the average deviation from the previously best known results, obtained either by Brucker and Thiele (1996) Even the single-pass heuristics improve very quickly (less than 0.001 seconds) the best known solutions on all 5/20/10 instances. For our best results (10000 iterations) we also display in brackets the average deviation over the lower bound computed by Brucker and Thiele (1996) .
Comparison of the proposed heuristics with truncated branch and bound
The maximal deviation from this bound is of 9.89% on the 5/15/5 instances and of 19.28% on the 5/20/10 instances. Hence, the proposed heuristics give better results on medium and large instances than on smaller instances. They also outperform for these instances, the truncated branch and bound and the heuristics proposed by Brucker and Thiele (1996) run with a time limit of 2 hours on a SUN 4/20 workstation. We also obtain better results than the truncated branch and bound method of Focacci, Laborie and Nuijten (2000) run on a Pentium II 300
MHz with a time limit of 60 seconds. Looking closer to the priority-rule based heuristics proposed in Brucker and Thiele (1996) , it appears that no MINSTART-based priority rule was used. Indeed, the two proposed SGSs are a parallel version of the semi-active SGS and an extended Giffler-Thompson SGS with conflict set definition (12), which does not take account of setup times. Hence exact methods would certainly benefit from integrating our heuristics.
Influence of the number of setup types
-28 -********************* INSERT TABLE 7 HERE ************************* ********************* INSERT TABLE 8 HERE ************************* We study the influence of the setup characteristics on the results. First, Tables 6, 7 and 8 display the results of the different SGSs for 5, 10 and N setup types instances, respectively.
To simplify the reading, for each SGS and for each number of iterations, the best result among all rules is selected. We also display the best rule. Each table displays the results for 1, 1000 and 10000 iterations of the heuristic. Note that when the number of setup types is low, a lot of operations can be scheduled consecutively with zero setup time, which creates the possibility of grouping operations of the same type in order to save setups.
As a consequence of the preceding observation, for 1 and 1000 iterations, we observe that the performance of the best SGS decreases as the number of setup types increases. For 1000 and 10000 iterations, the gap between the best and the worst SGSs also increases as the number of setup types increases. These two observations underlines that the problem becomes more difficult as the number of setup types increases, i.e. when there is less possibility of grouping operations of the same setup type. Hence we conjecture that the new instances we propose are harder to solve by an exact method than the ones proposed by Brucker and Thiele (1996) .
For any number of iterations, the performance of ND 1 strictly decreases as the number of setup types increases. ND 2 shows better performance for the large number of types than for the low number of types but it has its worse performance on the medium number of types.
EGT 1 and 2 have their best performance for small and medium number of setup types and their worst performance for the large number of setup types. The performance of SA and SE also decreases as the number of setup types increases. Consequently, at this step of the analysis we can recommend to use the ND 1 SGS with a single-pass heuristic for any number of setup types (although the gap with the other SGSs is less significant for larger setup types).
For multi-pass heuristics and small number of setup types, the serial SGS seems superior. For multi-pass heuristics with medium and large number of setup types, one can only discard the non-delay scheme, all other SGSs being able to provide good results.
Influence of the setup time magnitude compared to processing times ********************* INSERT TABLE 11 HERE ************************* ********************* INSERT TABLE 12 HERE ************************* The influence of the magnitude of the setup times is now considered. We restrict to the set of 15 instances with N setup types for which we study 4 different magnitudes of setup times.
Tables 9, 10, 11 and 12 display the results for zero, small, medium and large setup times, respectively. The processing times are all between 1 and 100. Small setup times are generated randomly between 0 and approximately 20. Medium setup times are generated between 0 and 100, which correspond to the value inside the 45 instances testbed. Large setup times are generated between 0 and 600.
For the instances with no setup time ( Table 9) , there is no more difference between type 1 and 2 non-delay SGSs. Similarly, EGT 1 and 2 resort to the Giffler-Thompson (GT) algorithm. The average deviation is given from the optimal solution known for the instances of Adams, Balas and Zawack (1988) . With no setup times, the best results are obtained by the ND with the MOPER rule for 1 and 1000 iterations whereas GT obtains the best results with the MINSTART rule for 10000 iterations, being on average 1.33% above the optimal solution. In comparison, the results of the best heuristic on the 5 first BT instances with setup times for which the optimum is known (Table 5 ) are much worse: the smallest deviation from the optimum is of 2.51%. In accordance with the observations of Brucker and Thiele (1996) , this shows that the presence of setup times increases considerably the difficulty of the problem.
For the single-pass heuristics with small and medium setup times (Tables 10 and 11 ), it appears that the non-delay SGSs are superior. ND 2 with the SST (and MINSTART) rule obtains the best results for small setup times whereas in accordance to the previous results, ND 1 obtains the best result (with the RAND rule) for medium setup times. For the other SGSs, the MINSTART rule is again ranked first. However for large setup times (table 12), the EGT 1 and 2 outperform the other SGSs. ND 1 is ranked last. For all SGSs except ND 1, the MINEND rule is ranked first, which underlines the impact of large setup times on priority rule performance.
For multi-pass heuristics, it seems that the magnitude of setup times has less influence, although the extended Giffler-Thompson SGS 1 and 2 obtain better results as the setup time magnitude increases. For multi-pass heuristics with 10000 iterations, the semi-active SGS is always better than the serial SGS and the gap increases as the setup time magnitude increases.
Influence of the random factor α ********************* INSERT FIGURE 9 HERE ************************* We show in Figure 9 how the random factor α was selected. We show the average deviation from the best known solution on the 45 instances for the semi-active SGS with the MINSTART rule and 1000 iterations. It appears that satisfactory results are obtained with α < 1/6. All the presented experimental results have been run with α=1/20.
Concluding remarks
This paper gives a formal description of schedule sets and schedule generation schemes for the job-shop problem with sequence-dependent setup times. We have shown that some fundamental dominance properties are lost when considering simple extensions of the nondelay and Giffler-Thompson SGSs based on operation appending to sequence-dependent setup times, as performed by most previous studies on priority rule-based heuristics for the SDST-JSP in the literature, e.g. Allahverdi, Gupta and Aldowaisan (1999) [11] Kim and Bobrowski (1994), [14] and Ovacik and Uzsoy (1994) . On the other hand, we have demonstrated that the serial algorithm based on operation insertion (Kolisch (1996) ) has the ability to generate a dominant set of schedules.
In an experimental study we have tested priority-rule based heuristics on a set of standard benchmark instances and we have compared their results with the best solutions found by exact methods: Brucker and Thiele (1996) , [7] . It appears that priority-rule based heuristics give medium quality results, even applied in multi-pass schemes with up to 10000 iterations, which underlines the difficulty of the problem and states that more sophisticated heuristics should be developed. However the proposed heuristics have found new upper bounds for 10 instances in a very short time, outperforming the truncated branch-and-bound algorithms proposed in Brucker and Thiele (1996) and [7] . Comparing the non-delay, Giffler-Thompson, semi-active and serial SGSs, we can give directions for the choice of the accurate SGS.
It appears that the serial SGS has an advantage -although it has never been mentioned in the above-mentionned studies -within multi-pass heuristics because of its theoretical ability to reach the optimum. This interest is confirmed experimentally because the serial SGS used with the MINSTART rule outperforms the non-delay and extended Giffler Table 7 . Results of the SGSs (1, 1000 and 10000 it) on the 15 instances with 10 setup types Figure 9 . Quality of the solution of Semi-Active SGS with MINSTART for different random factors 1/α
